
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a knowledge management
analyst. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for knowledge management analyst

Engages the field to break down complex processes into easily understood
components, uncover best practices, and develop consistent standard
operating procedures for Collections across the organization
Plans and leads efforts in alignment with Operations strategy and timeline to
streamline and document approved processes in clear, concise, and engaging
deliverables for use during implementation and continual training
In concert with instructional designers, develops training content,
consistently evaluating instructional design output for quality and prioritizing
rollout of new content to field operations based on the strategy of the
Operations Support Team
In collaboration with partners, supports implementation of standardized
processes and continually evaluates documented processes to ensure
accuracy and clarity
Designs and continually updates the Collections Operations internal
SharePoint webpage with relevant, accurate, and easy to navigate content
Identifies methods to simplify and streamline operational processes whenever
possible
Travels up to 25% of the time, sometimes on short notice
Share experiences across communities of practice, offices, and networks on
innovative approaches in knowledge sharing, including preparation of case
studies
Provide Knowledge Management expertise to customers in support of
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training to government customers and colleagues on SharePoint operation,
maintenance, utilization and processes
Provide configuration, operation, and maintenance of a SharePoint
environment

Qualifications for knowledge management analyst

Lead and own oversight of smaller process improvement work and
collaborate with teammates on larger initiatives
5+ years in banking and/or credit card lending, supporting clients
Knowledge Management system experience preferred
Familiarity with Verint and the tools they provide, specifically Knowledge
Management
Capable of meeting tight deadlines while maintaining a strong Customer
focus
Balances "analysis" with "doing", sets high standards for self, and commits to
organizational goals


